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The recognition of microbes, such as viruses and bacteria, by the immune system induces the 
activation of immune cells capable of eliminating the microbe. The immune system also 
recognises tumour cells as different from our normal cells due to their abnormal proteins. 
However, the tumour produces signal molecules that prevent the activation of immune cells 
and the immune system is therefore not capable of efficiently eliminating the tumour cells. 
Immunotherapy is a treatment in which the cancer patients are given agents that enhance the 
immune cell activation and tumour-recognition. Thereby, the immune system can find and kill 
the tumour more efficiently. T-cells are an important subgroup of immune cells that can kill, 
and activate other immune cells to kill the tumour cells. Genetically modified T-cells can be 
generated to produce surface proteins called chimeric T-cell receptors (TCRs). Chimeric 
TCRs are engineered to recognise tumour-specific surface proteins such as Her2. The 
chimeric TCR-Her2 interaction enables the localisation of the T-cell to the tumour and results 
in T-cell activation. Activated T-cells subsequently activate other immune cells which finally 
lead to the tumour elimination. CD40L is also an immunostimulatory agent currently 
investigated for its potential use in cancer therapy. CD40L is produced by activated T-cells 
and stimulate an immune response by interacting with various immune cells. In the present 
project, a mouse model was developed with the aim to evaluate the combined anti-tumour 
effects of T-cells genetically engineered to express both a Her2-specific chimeric TCR and 
CD40L. The genes encoding the chimeric TCR and CD40L were transferred to viral vectors 
for later gene delivery into murine T-cells. The adenovirus was here shown ineffective in 
infecting murine T-cells and may therefore not be the optimal vector for gene modification of 
T-cells in this mouse model. Instead, the genes are transferred to Lenti- and MLV retroviral 
systems for further evaluation. The anti-tumour effects of genetically modified T-cells can be 
evaluated on the growth of tumour cell lines in culture flasks (in vitro) and in mice (in vivo). 
The two tumour cell lines, MB49 and 24JK, were found persistently positive for the surface 
protein Her2 and capable of forming tumours in mice. Hence, the cell line characteristics 
allow for the future in vitro and in vivo assessment in immunocompetent mice of the T-cells 
expressing both an anti-Her2 chimeric TCR and the immunostimulatory protein CD40L. 
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